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Abstract
Multilingual neural machine translation
(NMT) enables training a single model that
supports translation from multiple source lan-
guages into multiple target languages. In this
paper, we push the limits of multilingual NMT
in terms of the number of languages being
used. We perform extensive experiments in
training massively multilingual NMT models,
translating up to 102 languages to and from
English within a single model. We explore
different setups for training such models and
analyze the trade-offs between translation
quality and various modeling decisions. We
report results on the publicly available TED
talks multilingual corpus where we show
that massively multilingual many-to-many
models are effective in low resource settings,
outperforming the previous state-of-the-art
while supporting up to 59 languages. Our
experiments on a large-scale dataset with
102 languages to and from English and up to
one million examples per direction also show
promising results, surpassing strong bilingual
baselines and encouraging future work on
massively multilingual NMT.
1 Introduction
Neural machine translation (NMT) (Kalchbren-
ner and Blunsom, 2013; Bahdanau et al., 2014;
Sutskever et al., 2014) is the current state-of-
the-art approach for machine translation in both
academia (Bojar et al., 2016, 2017, 2018) and in-
dustry (Wu et al., 2016; Hassan et al., 2018). Re-
cent works (Dong et al., 2015; Firat et al., 2016a;
Ha et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017) extended the
approach to support multilingual translation, i.e.
training a single model that is capable of translat-
ing between multiple language pairs.
Multilingual models are appealing for several
reasons. First, they are more efficient in terms
∗Work carried out during an internship at Google AI.
of the number of required models and model pa-
rameters, enabling simpler deployment. Another
benefit is transfer learning; when low-resource
language pairs are trained together with high-
resource ones, the translation quality may improve
(Zoph et al., 2016; Nguyen and Chiang, 2017). An
extreme case of such transfer learning is zero-shot
translation (Johnson et al., 2017), where multilin-
gual models are able to translate between language
pairs that were never seen during training.
While very promising, it is still unclear how far
one can scale multilingual NMT in terms of the
number of languages involved. Previous works
on multilingual NMT typically trained models
with up to 7 languages (Dong et al., 2015; Fi-
rat et al., 2016b; Ha et al., 2016; Johnson et al.,
2017; Gu et al., 2018) and up to 20 trained direc-
tions (Cettolo et al., 2017) simultaneously. One
recent exception is Neubig and Hu (2018) who
trained many-to-one models from 58 languages
into English. While utilizing significantly more
languages than previous works, their experiments
were restricted to many-to-one models in a low-
resource setting with up to 214k examples per
language-pair and were evaluated only on four
translation directions.
In this work, we take a step towards practical
“universal” NMT – training massively multilin-
gual models which support up to 102 languages
and with up to one million examples per language-
pair simultaneously. Specifically, we focus on
training “English-centric” many-to-many models,
in which the training data is composed of many
language pairs that contain English either on the
source side or the target side. This is a realistic
setting since English parallel data is widely avail-
able for many language pairs. We restrict our ex-
periments to Transformer models (Vaswani et al.,
2017) as they were shown to be very effective
in recent benchmarks (Ott et al., 2018), also in
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the context of multilingual models (Lakew et al.,
2018; Sachan and Neubig, 2018).
We evaluate the performance of such massively
multilingual models while varying factors like
model capacity, the number of trained directions
(tasks) and low-resource vs. high-resource set-
tings. Our experiments on the publicly available
TED talks dataset (Qi et al., 2018) show that mas-
sively multilingual many-to-many models with up
to 58 languages to-and-from English are very ef-
fective in low resource settings, allowing to use
high-capacity models while avoiding overfitting
and achieving superior results to the current state-
of-the-art on this dataset (Neubig and Hu, 2018;
Wang et al., 2019) when translating into English.
We then turn to experiment with models trained
on 103 languages in a high-resource setting. For
this purpose we compile an English-centric in-
house dataset, including 102 languages aligned
to-and-from English with up to one million ex-
amples per language pair. We then train a sin-
gle model on the resulting 204 translation direc-
tions and find that such models outperform strong
bilingual baselines by more than 2 BLEU aver-
aged across 10 diverse language pairs, both to-
and-from English. Finally, we analyze the trade-
offs between the number of involved languages
and translation accuracy in such settings, showing
that massively multilingual models generalize bet-
ter to zero-shot scenarios. We hope these results
will encourage future research on massively mul-
tilingual NMT.
2 Low-Resource Setting: 59 Languages
2.1 Experimental Setup
The main question we wish to answer in this work
is how well a single NMT model can scale to
support a very large number of language pairs.
The answer is not trivial: on the one hand, train-
ing multiple language pairs together may result
in transfer learning (Zoph et al., 2016; Nguyen
and Chiang, 2017). This may improve perfor-
mance as we increase the number of language
pairs, since more information can be shared be-
tween the different translation tasks, allowing the
model to learn which information to share. On the
other hand, adding many language pairs may re-
sult in a bottleneck; the model has a limited ca-
pacity while it needs to handle this large number
of translation tasks, and sharing all parameters be-
tween the different languages can be sub-optimal
(Wang et al., 2018) especially if they are not from
the same typological language family (Sachan and
Neubig, 2018).
We begin tackling this question by experiment-
ing with the TED Talks parallel corpus compiled
by Qi et al. (2018)1, which is unique in that it in-
cludes parallel data from 59 languages. For com-
parison, this is significantly “more multilingual”
than the data available from all previous WMT
news translation shared task evaluations through-
out the years – the latest being Bojar et al. (2016,
2017, 2018), which included 14 languages so far.2
We focus on the setting where we train
“English-centric” models, i.e. training on all
language pairs that contain English in either the
source or the target, resulting in 116 translation
directions. This dataset is also highly imbal-
anced, with language pairs including between 3.3k
to 214k sentence pairs for training. Table 9 in
the supplementary material details the languages
and training set sizes for this dataset. Since the
dataset is already tokenized we did not apply ad-
ditional preprocessing other than applying joint
subword segmentation (Sennrich et al., 2016) with
32k symbols.
Regarding the languages we evaluate on, we be-
gin with the same four languages as Neubig and
Hu (2018) – Azerbeijani (Az), Belarusian (Be),
Galician (Gl) and Slovak (Sk). These languages
present an extreme low-resource case, with as few
as 4.5k training examples for Belarusian-English.
In order to better understand the effect of training
set size in these settings, we evaluate on four ad-
ditional languages that have more than 167k train-
ing examples each – Arabic (Ar), German (De),
Hebrew (He) and Italian (It).
2.2 Model Details
Using the same data, we trained three massively
multilingual models: a many-to-many model
which we train using all 116 translation directions
with 58 languages to-and-from English, a one-to-
many model from English into 58 languages, and
a many-to-one model from 58 languages into En-
glish. We follow the method of Ha et al. (2016);
Johnson et al. (2017) and add a target-language
1github.com/neulab/
word-embeddings-for-nmt
2Chinese, Czech, English, Estonian, Finnish, French,
German, Hindi, Hungarian, Latvian, Romanian, Russian,
Spanish, Turkish. According to http://www.statmt.
org/wmtXX
prefix token to each source sentence to enable
many-to-many translation. These different setups
enable us to examine the effect of the number of
translation tasks on the translation quality as mea-
sured in BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). We also
compare our massively multilingual models to
bilingual baselines and to two recently published
results on this dataset (Neubig and Hu (2018);
Wang et al. (2019)).
Regarding the models, we focused on the Trans-
former in the “Base” configuration. We refer the
reader to Vaswani et al. (2017) for more details
on the model architecture. Specifically, we use 6
layers in both the encoder and the decoder, with
model dimension set at 512, hidden dimension
size of 2048 and 8 attention heads. We also ap-
plied dropout at a rate of 0.2 in the following com-
ponents: on the sum of the input embeddings and
the positional embeddings, on the output of each
sub-layer before added to the previous layer input
(residual connection), on the inner layer output af-
ter the ReLU activation in each feed-forward sub-
layer, and to the attention weight in each attention
sub-layer. This results in a model with approx-
imately 93M trainable parameters. For all mod-
els we used the inverse square root learning rate
schedule from Vaswani et al. (2017) with learning-
rate set at 3 and 40k warmup steps. All models are
implemented in Tensorflow-Lingvo (Shen et al.,
2019).
In all cases we report test results for the check-
point that performed best on the development set
in terms of BLEU. For the multilingual models we
create a development set that includes examples
we uniformly sample from a concatenation of all
the individual language pair development sets, re-
sulting in 13k development examples per model.
Another important detail regarding multilingual
training is the batching scheme. In all of our mul-
tilingual models we use heterogeneous batching,
where each batch contains examples which are
uniformly sampled from a concatenation of all the
language pairs the model is trained on. Specifi-
cally, we use batches of 64 examples for sequences
shorter than 69 tokens and batches of 16 exam-
ples for longer sequences. We did not use over-
sampling as the dataset is relatively small.
2.3 Results
We use tokenized BLEU in order to be compara-
ble with Neubig and Hu (2018). Table 1 shows
Az-En Be-En Gl-En Sk-En Avg.
# of examples 5.9k 4.5k 10k 61k 20.3k
Neubig & Hu 18
baselines 2.7 2.8 16.2 24 11.42
many-to-one 11.7 18.3 29.1 28.3 21.85
Wang et al. 18 11.82 18.71 30.3 28.77 22.4
Ours
many-to-one 11.24 18.28 28.63 26.78 21.23
many-to-many 12.78 21.73 30.65 29.54 23.67
Table 1: X→En test BLEU on the TED Talks corpus,
for the language pairs from Neubig and Hu (2018)
Ar-En De-En He-En It-En Avg.
# of examples 213k 167k 211k 203k 198.5k
baselines 27.84 30.5 34.37 33.64 31.59
many-to-one 25.93 28.87 30.19 32.42 29.35
many-to-many 28.32 32.97 33.18 35.14 32.4
Table 2: X→En test BLEU on the TED Talks corpus,
for language pairs with more than 167k examples
updates ar_many2one ro_many2one nl_many2one de_many2one it_many2one ar de it nl
0 0
49148 0.2839321792
51751 0.2832087576
53492 0.2823074162
56111 0.2822623849
57843 0.2835516334
59595 0.2890901268
61344 0.2845613658
63938 0.2924402654
65676 0.2828268111
67401 0.2909407914
70019 0.2906394601
71770 0.283375144
73479 0.2862167656
75201 0.2850508094
77780 0.2772497535
79488 0.286601305
81201 0.2964281738
82895 0.2811564505
84594 0.2892799973
86301 0.2811136246
88849 0.2873187661
90551 0.287561506
93101 0.2806210518
95667 0.2852652967
97386 0.286067158
99069 0.285282582
101647 0.2873030901
103358 0.2812287509
105932 0.2841886282
107656 0.2752591372
109350 0.2852451503
111069 0.2802457809
113631 0.2839408815
115325 0.2698247731
117038 0.2862476707
119599 0.2838998437
121302 0.2805997431
123015 0.2826767564
Figure 1: Development BLEU on
{It,Ro,Nl,De,Ar}→En vs. training BLEU for the
many-to-one and many-to-many models. Best viewed
in color.
the results of our experiments when evaluating
on the same language pairs as they did. The re-
sults under “Neubig & Hu 18” are their bilin-
gual baselines and their best many-to-one models.
Their many-to-one models use similar-language-
regularization, i.e. fine-tuning a pre-trained many-
to-one model with data from the language pair of
interest together with data from a language pair
that has a typologically-similar source language
and more training data (i.e. Russian and Belaru-
sian, Turkish and Azerbaijani). The results under
“Ours” are our many-to-one and many-to-many
models we trained identically in terms of model
architecture and hyper-parameters.
We first note that our many-to-many model out-
performs all other models when translating into
English, with 1.82 BLEU improvement (when av-
eraged across the four language pairs) over the
best fine-tuned many-to-one models of Neubig
and Hu (2018) and 2.44 BLEU improvement over
our many-to-one model when averaged across the
four low-resource language pairs (Table 1). This
is surprising as it uses the same X→En data,
model architecture and capacity as our many-to-
one model, while handling a heavier burden since
it also supports 58 additional translation tasks
(from English into 58 languages). Our models also
outperform the more complex models of Wang
et al. (2019) which use ”Soft Decoupled Encod-
ing” for the input tokens, while our models use a
simple subword segmentation.
One possible explanation is that the many-to-
one model overfits the English side of the corpus
as it is multi-way-parallel: in such setting the En-
glish sentences are overlapping across the differ-
ent language pairs, making it much easier for the
model to memorize the training set instead of gen-
eralizing (when enough capacity is available). On
the other hand, the many-to-many model is trained
on additional target languages other than English,
which can act as regularizers for the X→En tasks,
reducing such overfitting.
To further illustrate this, Figure 1 tracks the
BLEU scores on the individual development sets
during training for Italian (It), Romanian (Ro),
Dutch (Nl), German (De) and Arabic (Ar) into En-
glish (left), together with BLEU scores on a sub-
set of the training set for each model. We can
see that while the many-to-one model degrades in
performance on the development set, the many-
to-many model still improves. Note the large
gap in the many-to-one model between the train-
ing set BLEU and the development set BLEU,
which points on the generalization issue that is
not present in the many-to-many setting. We also
note that our many-to-one model is on average
0.75 BLEU behind the best many-to-one models
in Neubig and Hu (2018). We attribute this to the
fact that their models are fine-tuned using similar-
language-regularization while our model is not.
We find an additional difference between the
results on the resource-scarce languages (Ta-
ble 1) and the higher-resource languages (Table
2). Specifically, the bilingual baselines outper-
form the many-to-one models only in the higher-
resource setting. This makes sense as in the low-
En-Az En-Be En-Gl En-Sk Avg.
# of examples 5.9k 4.5k 10k 61k 20.3k
baselines 2.16 2.47 3.26 5.8 3.42
one-to-many 5.06 10.72 26.59 24.52 16.72
many-to-many 3.9 7.24 23.78 21.83 14.19
En-Ar En-De En-He En-It Avg.
# of examples 213k 167k 211k 203k 198.5k
baselines 12.95 23.31 23.66 30.33 22.56
one-to-many 16.67 30.54 27.62 35.89 27.68
many-to-many 14.25 27.95 24.16 33.26 24.9
Table 3: En→X test BLEU on the TED Talks corpus
resource setting the baselines have very few train-
ing examples to outperform the many-to-one mod-
els, while in the higher resource setting they have
access to more training data. This corroborates the
results of Gu et al. (2018) that showed the sensi-
tivity of such models to similar low resource con-
ditions and the improvements gained from using
many-to-one models (however with much fewer
language pairs).
Table 3 shows the results of our massively
multilingual models and bilingual baselines when
evaluated out-of-English. In this case we see an
opposite trend: the many-to-many model performs
worse than the one-to-many model by 2.53 BLEU
on average. While previous works (Wang et al.,
2018; Sachan and Neubig, 2018) discuss the phe-
nomena of quality degradation in English-to-many
settings, this shows that increasing the number of
source languages also causes additional degrada-
tion in a many-to-many model. This degradation
may be due to the English-centric setting: since
most of the translation directions the model is
trained on are into English, this leaves less capac-
ity for the other target languages (while still per-
forming better than the bilingual baselines on all 8
language pairs). We also note that in this case the
results are consistent among the higher and lower
resource pairs – the one-to-many model is better
than the many-to-many model, which outperforms
the bilingual baselines in all cases. This is unlike
the difference we saw in the X→ En experiments
since here we do not have the multi-way-parallel
overfitting issue.
2.4 Discussion
From the above experiments we learn that NMT
models can scale to 59 languages in a low-
resource, imbalanced, English-centric setting,
with the following observations: (1) massively
multilingual many-to-many models outperform
many-to-one and bilingual models with similar ca-
pacity and identical training conditions when av-
eraged over 8 language pairs into English. We
attribute this improvement over the many-to-one
models to the multiple target language pairs which
may act as regularizers, especially in this low-
resource multi-way-parallel setting that is prone to
memorization. (2) many-to-many models are in-
ferior in performance when going out-of-English
in comparison to a one-to-many model. We at-
tribute this to English being over-represented in
the English-centric many-to-many setting, where
it appears as a target language in 58 out of 116
trained directions, which may harm the perfor-
mance on the rest of the target languages as the
model capacity is limited.3
It is important to stress the fact that we com-
pared the different models under identical training
conditions and did not perform extensive hyper-
parameter tuning for each setting separately. How-
ever, we believe that such tuning may improve
performance even further, as the diversity in each
training batch is very different between the dif-
ferent settings. For example, while the baseline
model batches include only one language in the
source and one language in the target, the many-
to-many model includes 59 languages in each
side with a strong bias towards English. These
differences may require tailored hyper-parameter
choices for each settings (i.e. different batch sizes,
learning rate schedules, dropout rates etc.) which
would be interesting to explore in future work.
In the following experiments we investigate
whether these observations hold using (1) an even
larger set of languages, and (2) a much larger,
balanced training corpus that is not multi-way-
parallel.
3 High-Resource Setting: 103 Languages
3.1 Experimental Setup
In this setting we scale the number of languages
and examples per language pair further when
training a single massively multilingual model.
Since we are not aware of a publicly available re-
source for this purpose, we construct an in-house
dataset. This dataset includes 102 language pairs
which we “mirror” to-and-from English, with up
to one million examples per language pair. This
results in 103 languages in total, and 204 trans-
lation directions which we train simultaneously.
3This issue may be alleviated by over-sampling the non-
English-target pairs, but we leave this for future work.
More details about this dataset are available in Ta-
ble 4, and Table 10 in the supplementary material
details all the languages in the dataset.4
Similarly to our previous experiments, we com-
pare the massively multilingual models to bilin-
gual baselines trained on the same data. We tok-
enize the data using an in-house tokenizer and then
apply joint subword segmentation to achieve an
open-vocabulary. In this setting we used a vocab-
ulary of 64k subwords rather than 32k. Since the
dataset contains 24k unique characters, a 32k sym-
bol vocabulary will consist of mostly characters,
thereby increasing the average sequence length.
Regarding the model, for these experiments we
use a larger Transformer model with 6 layers in
both the encoder and the decoder, model dimen-
sion set to 1024, hidden dimension size of 8192,
and 16 attention heads. This results in a model
with approximately 473.7M parameters.5 Since
the model and data are much larger in this case,
we used a dropout rate of 0.1 for our multilingual
models and tuned it to 0.3 for our baseline models
as it improved the translation quality on the devel-
opment set.
We evaluate our models on 10 languages from
different typological families: Semitic – Arabic
(Ar), Hebrew (He), Romance – Galician (Gl),
Italian (It), Romanian (Ro), Germanic – German
(De), Dutch (Nl), Slavic – Belarusian (Be), Slo-
vak (Sk) and Turkic – Azerbaijani (Az) and Turk-
ish (Tr). We evaluate both to-and-from English,
where each language pair is trained on up to one
million examples. As in the previous experiment,
we report test results from the model that per-
formed best in terms of BLEU on the development
set.
4The average number of examples per language pair is
940k, as for 13 out of the 102 pairs we had less than one
million examples available.
5This is larger than the Transformer “Big” configuration,
which includes approximately 213M trained parameters.
# of language pairs 102
examples per pair
min 63,879
max 1,000,000
average 940,087
std. deviation 188,194
total # of examples 95,888,938
Table 4: Training set details for the 103 langauges cor-
pus, X→En data.
Ar Az Be De He It Nl Ro Sk Tr Avg.
baselines 23.34 16.3 21.93 30.18 31.83 36.47 36.12 34.59 25.39 27.13 28.33
many-to-one 26.04 23.68 25.36 35.05 33.61 35.69 36.28 36.33 28.35 29.75 31.01
many-to-many 22.17 21.45 23.03 37.06 30.71 35.0 36.18 36.57 29.87 27.64 29.97
Table 5: X→En test BLEU on the 103-language corpus
Ar Az Be De He It Nl Ro Sk Tr Avg.
baselines 10.57 8.07 15.3 23.24 19.47 31.42 28.68 27.92 11.08 15.54 19.13
one-to-many 12.08 9.92 15.6 31.39 20.01 33 31.06 28.43 17.67 17.68 21.68
many-to-many 10.57 9.84 14.3 28.48 17.91 30.39 29.67 26.23 18.15 15.58 20.11
Table 6: En→X test BLEU on the 103-language corpus
3.2 Results
Table 5 describes the results when translating into
English. First, we can see that both multilingual
models perform better than the baselines in terms
of average BLEU. This shows that massively mul-
tilingual many-to-many models can work well in
realistic settings with millions of training exam-
ples, 102 languages and 204 jointly trained direc-
tions to-and-from English. Looking more closely,
we note several different behaviors in comparison
to the low-resource experiments on the TED Talks
corpus. First, the many-to-one model here per-
forms better than the many-to-many model. This
shows that the previous result was indeed due to
the pathologies of the low-resource dataset; when
the training data is large enough and not multi-
way-parallel there is no overfitting in the many-to-
one model, and it outperforms the many-to-many
model in most cases while they are trained identi-
cally.
One particular outlier in this case is German-to-
English, where the many-to-one model is 2 BLEU
points below the many-to-many model. We exam-
ine the BLEU score of this language pair on its
dedicated German-English development set dur-
ing training in the many-to-one model and find
that it highly fluctuates. We then measure the
performance on the test set for this language pair
by choosing the best checkpoint on the dedicated
German-English development set (instead of on
the mixed multilingual development set) and find
it to be 38.07, which is actually higher in 1 BLEU
than the best result of the many-to-many model.
This shows that while training many languages to-
gether, there is no “silver bullet”: some languages
may suffer from severe interference during train-
ing (i.e. a reduction of 3 BLEU in this case, from
38.07 to 35.05) while other languages continue to
improve with more updates.
Table 6 describes the results when translating
out-of-English. Again, both of the massively mul-
tilingual models perform better than the base-
lines when averaged across the 10 evaluated lan-
guage pairs, while handling up to 102 languages
to-and-from English and 204 translation tasks si-
multaneously. In this case the results are simi-
lar to those we observed on the TED talks cor-
pus, where the one-to-many model performs better
than the many-to-many model. Again, this advan-
tage may be due to the one-to-many model han-
dling a smaller number of tasks while not being
biased towards English in the target side like the
many-to-many model.
4 Analysis
The above results show that massively multilin-
gual NMT is indeed possible in large scale settings
and can improve performance over strong bilin-
gual baselines. However, it was shown in a some-
what extreme case with more than 100 languages
trained jointly, where we saw that in some cases
the joint training may harm the performance for
some language pairs (i.e. German-English above).
In the following analysis we would like to bet-
ter understand the trade-off between the number
of languages involved and the translation accu-
racy while keeping the model capacity and train-
ing configuration fixed.
4.1 Multilinguality & Supervised
Performance
We first study the effect of varying the num-
ber of languages on the translation accuracy in
a supervised setting, where we focus on many-
Ar-En En-Ar Fr-En En-Fr Ru-En En-Ru Uk-En En-Uk Avg.
5-to-5 23.87 12.42 38.99 37.3 29.07 24.86 26.17 16.48 26.14
25-to-25 23.43 11.77 38.87 36.79 29.36 23.24 25.81 17.17 25.8
50-to-50 23.7 11.65 37.81 35.83 29.22 21.95 26.02 15.32 25.18
75-to-75 22.23 10.69 37.97 34.35 28.55 20.7 25.89 14.59 24.37
103-to-103 21.16 10.25 35.91 34.42 27.25 19.9 24.53 13.89 23.41
Table 7: Supervised performance while varying the number of languages involved
Ar-Fr Fr-Ar Ru-Uk Uk-Ru Avg.
5-to-5 1.66 4.49 3.7 3.02 3.21
25-to-25 1.83 5.52 16.67 4.31 7.08
50-to-50 4.34 4.72 15.14 20.23 11.1
75-to-75 1.85 4.26 11.2 15.88 8.3
103-to-103 2.87 3.05 12.3 18.49 9.17
Table 8: Zero-Shot performance while varying the
number of languages involved
to-many models. We create four subsets of the
in-house dataset by sub-sampling it to a differ-
ent number of languages in each subset. In
this way we create four additional English-centric
datasets, containing 5, 25, 50 and 75 languages
each to-and-from English. We make sure that
each subset contains all the languages from the
next smaller subsets – i.e. the 25 language sub-
set contains the 5 language subset, the 50 lan-
guage subset contains the 25 language subset and
so on. We train a similar-capacity large Trans-
former model (with 473.7M parameters) on each
of these subsets and measure the performance for
each model on the 8 supervised language pairs
from the smallest subset – {Arabic, French, Rus-
sian, Ukrainian}↔English. In this way we can
analyze to what extent adding more languages im-
proves or harms translation quality while keeping
the model capacity fixed, testing the capacity vs.
accuracy “saturation point”.
Table 7 shows the results of this experiment,
reporting the test results for the models that per-
formed best on the multilingual development set.
We can see that in most cases the best results
are obtained using the 5-to-5 model, showing that
there is indeed a trade off between the number
of languages and translation accuracy when us-
ing a fixed model capacity and the same train-
ing setup. One may expect that the gaps between
the different models should become smaller and
even close with more updates, as the models with
more languages see less examples per language
in each batch, thus requiring more updates to im-
prove in terms of BLEU. However, in our setting
these gaps did not close even after the models con-
verged, leaving 2.73 average BLEU difference be-
tween the 5-to-5 and the 103-to-103 model.
4.2 Multilinguality & Zero-Shot
Performance
We then study the effect of the number of lan-
guages on zero-shot translation accuracy. Since
we find zero-shot accuracy as an interesting mea-
sure for model generalization, we hypothesize that
by adding more languages, the model is forced to
create a more generalized representation to bet-
ter utilize its capacity, which may improve zero-
shot performance. We choose four language pairs
for this purpose: Arabic↔French which are dis-
tant languages, and Ukrainian↔Russian which are
similar. Table 8 shows the results of our models
on these language pairs. For Arabic↔French the
BLEU scores are very low in all cases, with the
50-to-50 and 25-to-25 models being slightly bet-
ter than rest on Ar-Fr and Fr-Ar respectively. On
Russian↔Ukrainian we see clear improvements
when increasing the number of languages to more
than five.
Figure 2 further illustrates this, showing the bet-
ter generalization performance of the massively
multilingual models under this zero-shot setting.
While the zero-shot performance in this case is
low and unstable for the 5-to-5 and 25-to-25 mod-
update 5-to-5 25-to-25 50-to-50 75-to-75 103-to-103
0 0 0 0 0 0
25000 3.360397369 7.345648855 7.028211653 6.687645614 6.629930437
50000 2.003555186 10.08476391 11.66040972 11.46485135 11.34905592
100000 2.383616194 9.54657495 15.44517726 14.72926438 13.17522973
150000 2.588021383 7.121089101 14.5408541 15.54533243 15.89359492
200000 2.589718811 10.99432111 15.82096368 17.38970876 16.26121253
250000 2.854427323 14.00393397 16.53215885 15.97282737 15.3215304
300000 2.823847346 6.934611499 16.78672731 16.52613729 16.16107672
350000 2.950227261 4.779103771 16.73545986 16.12752229 17.03165472
400000 4.301280901 6.631205231 16.16190225 17.38892049 17.55904406
450000 3.882381693 6.804813445 18.20554733 17.48778224 17.9339543
500000 3.45445089 6.358428299 17.32598543 16.71108902 15.97367823
550000 3.18 6.38 18.65 18.28 17.4
600000 2.86 9.5 18.46 14.92 17.12
650000 2.55 12.2 18.98 15.68 16.19
700000 2.98 8.44 20.16 15.4 18.52
Figure 2: Zero-shot BLEU during training for Ukra-
nian to Russian
els, it is much better for the 50-to-50, 75-to-75 and
103-to-103 models. Given these results we can
say that the balance between capacity and general-
ization here favors the mid range 50-to-50 model,
even when using models with more than 473M
trained parameters. This may hint at the neces-
sity of even larger models for such settings, which
is a challenging avenue for future work. We also
note that our 103 language corpus includes up to
one million examples per language pair – while in
real-world MT deployments, systems are trained
on much more examples per pair. This again em-
phasizes the need for better techniques for training
such massively multilingual models as we may al-
ready be hitting the capacity barrier in our setting.
5 Related Work
Dong et al. (2015) extended the NMT model of
Bahdanau et al. (2014) to one-to-many translation
(from English into 4 languages) by adding a ded-
icated decoder per target language, showing im-
provements over strong single-pair baselines. Fi-
rat et al. (2016a,b) proposed many-to-many mod-
els (with up to 6 languages) by using separate en-
coders and decoders per language while sharing
the attention mechanism. They also introduced
the notion of zero-resource translation, where they
use synthetic training data generated through piv-
oting to train translation directions without avail-
able training data. Ha et al. (2016) and Johnson
et al. (2017) proposed to use a shared encoder-
decoder-attention model for many-to-many trans-
lation (with up to 7 languages in the latter). In
order to determine the target language in such
scenarios they proposed adding dedicated target-
language symbols to the source. This method en-
abled zero-shot translation, showing the ability of
the model to generalize to unseen pairs.
Recent works propose different methods for pa-
rameter sharing between language pairs in mul-
tilingual NMT. Blackwood et al. (2018) propose
sharing all parameters but the attention mechanism
and show improvements over sharing all param-
eters. Sachan and Neubig (2018) explore shar-
ing various components in self-attentional (Trans-
former) models. Lu et al. (2018) add a shared “in-
terlingua” layer while using separate encoders and
decoders. Zaremoodi et al. (2018) utilize recurrent
units with multiple blocks together with a trainable
routing network. Platanios et al. (2018) propose
to share the entire network, while using a contex-
tual parameter generator that learns to generate the
parameters of the system given the desired source
and target languages. Gu et al. (2018) propose
a “Universal Language Representation” layer to-
gether with a Mixture-of-Language-Experts com-
ponent to improve a many-to-one model from 5
languages into English.
While the mentioned studies provide valuable
contributions to improving multilingual models,
they apply their models on only up to 7 languages
(Johnson et al., 2017) and 20 trained directions
(Cettolo et al., 2017) in a single model, whereas
we focus on scaling NMT to much larger num-
bers of languages and trained directions. Regard-
ing massively multilingual models, Neubig and
Hu (2018) explored methods for rapid adaptation
of NMT to new languages by training multilin-
gual models on the 59-language TED Talks cor-
pus and fine-tuning them using data from the new
languages. While modeling significantly more
languages than previous studies, they only train
many-to-one models, which we show are inferior
in comparison to our proposed massively multi-
lingual many-to-many models when evaluated into
English on this dataset.
Tiedemann (2018) trained an English-centric
many-to-many model on translations of the bible
including 927 languages. While this work pointed
to an interesting phenomena in the latent space
learned by the model where it clusters repre-
sentations of typologically-similar languages to-
gether, it did not include any evaluation of the
produced translations. Similarly, Malaviya et al.
(2017) trained a many-to-English system includ-
ing 1017 languages from bible translations, and
used it to infer typological features for the dif-
ferent languages (without evaluating the transla-
tion quality). In another relevant work, Artetxe
and Schwenk (2018) trained an NMT model on
93 languages and used the learned representations
to perform cross-lingual transfer learning. Again,
they did not report the performance of the transla-
tion model learned in that massively multilingual
setting.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
We showed that NMT models can successfully
scale to 102 languages to-and-from English with
204 trained directions and up to one million ex-
amples per direction. Such models improve the
translation quality over similar single-pair base-
lines when evaluated to and from English by more
than 2 BLEU when averaged over 10 diverse lan-
guage pairs in each case. We show a similar re-
sult on the low-resource TED Talks corpus with 59
languages and 116 trained directions. We analyze
the trade-offs between translation quality and the
number of languages involved, pointing on capac-
ity bottlenecks even with very large models and
showing that massively multilingual models can
generalize better to zero-shot settings.
We hope this work will encourage future re-
search on massively multilingual NMT, enabling
easier support for systems that can serve more peo-
ple around the globe. There are many possible av-
enues for future work, including semi-supervised
learning in such settings, exploring ways to re-
duce the performance degradation when increas-
ing the number of languages, or using such models
for multilingual transfer learning (McCann et al.,
2017; Eriguchi et al., 2018; Artetxe and Schwenk,
2018). Understanding and improving zero-shot
performance in such scenarios is also a promising
direction for future work.
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A Supplementary Material
Language Train set size
Arabic 214111
Hebrew 211819
Russian 208458
Korean 205640
Italian 204503
Japanese 204090
Chinese-Taiwan 202646
Chinese-China 199855
Spanish 196026
French 192304
Portuguese-Brazil 184755
Dutch 183767
Turkish 182470
Romanian 180484
Polish 176169
Bulgarian 174444
Vietnamese 171995
German 167888
Persian 150965
Hungarian 147219
Serbian 136898
Greek 134327
Croatian 122091
Ukrainian 108495
Czech 103093
Thai 98064
Indonesian 87406
Slovak 61470
Swedish 56647
Portuguese 51785
Danish 44940
Albanian 44525
Lithuanian 41919
Macedonian 25335
Finnish 24222
Burmese 21497
Armenian 21360
French-Canadian 19870
Slovenian 19831
Hindi 18798
Norwegian 15825
Georgian 13193
Estonian 10738
Kurdish 10371
Galician 10017
Marathi 9840
Mongolian 7607
Esperanto 6535
Tamil 6224
Urdu 5977
Azerbaijani 5946
Bosnian 5664
Chinese 5534
Malay 5220
Basque 5182
Bengali 4649
Belarusian 4509
Kazakh 3317
Table 9: Language pairs in the TED talks dataset (58
languages, paired with English) with the train-set size
for each pair.
Languages
Afrikaans Laothian
Albanian Latin
Amharic Latvian
Arabic Lithuanian
Armenian Luxembourgish*
Azerbaijani Macedonian
Basque Malagasy
Belarusian Malay
Bengali Malayalam
Bosnian Maltese
Bulgarian Maori
Burmese Marathi
Catalan Mongolian
Cebuano Nepali
Chichewa* Norwegian
Chinese Pashto
Corsican* Persian
Croatian Polish
Czech Portuguese
Danish Punjabi
Dutch Romanian
Esperanto Russian
Estonian Samoan*
Finnish Scots Gaelic*
French Serbian
Frisian Sesotho
Galician Shona*
Georgian Sindhi*
German Sinhalese
Greek Slovak
Gujarati Slovenian
Haitian Creole Somali
Hausa* Spanish
Hawaiian* Sundanese
Hebrew Swahili
Hindi Swedish
Hmong* Tagalog
Hungarian Tajik*
Icelandic Tamil
Igbo Telugu
Indonesian Thai
Irish Turkish
Italian Ukrainian
Japanese Urdu
Javanese Uzbek
Kannada Vietnamese
Kazakh Welsh
Khmer Xhosa
Korean Yiddish
Kurdish Yoruba*
Kyrgyz Zulu
Table 10: Language pairs in the in-house dataset (102
languages, paired with English). For languages marked
with * we had less than 1M examples, while for the rest
we used exactly 1M.
